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HISTORY OF COMPUTER
What is Computer?
An electronic device which is capable of receiving information (data) in a particular form and of performing a
sequence of operations in accordance with a predetermined but variable set of procedural instructions (program) to
produce a result in the form of information or signals.
What are Characteristics of Computer?
1. Speed:As you know computer can work very fast. It takes only few seconds for calculations that we take hours to
complete. You will be surprised to know that computer can perform millions (1,000,000) of instructions and even
more per second.
2. Accuracy:As computers work on inbuilt software programs, there is no scope for human errors and are hence, highly
accurate.
3. No IQ:Computer is a dumb machine and it cannot do any work without instruction from the user. It performs the
instructions at tremendous speed and with accuracy. It is you to decide what you want to do and in what sequence.
So a computer cannot take its own decision as you can.
4. Storage:A computer can store a large amount of data or instructions in its memory which can be retrieved at point of time.
5. No Feelings:It does not have feelings or emotion, taste, knowledge and experience. Thus it does not get tired even after long
hours of work. It does not distinguish between users.
ONE LINERS:1. Father of Computer - CHARLES BABBAGE
2. Father of Modern Computer Science - ALAN TURING
3. First Un Programmable Digital Computer - ATANASOFF BERRY COMPUTER (ABC)
4. First Electronic Digital Computer - ENIAC
5. ENIVAC stands for
- ELECTRONIC NUMERIC INTEGRATOR AND CALCULATOR
6. World'S Fastest Computer - Sunway TaihuLight, in China.
7. India's Fastest Computer -ParamYuva II
8. ParamYuva II developed by - Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC)

GENERATIONS OF COMPUTERS :
1.First Generation
- (1940-56)
- Vacuum tubes - Batch processing OS
2.Second Generation - (1956-63) - Transistors
- Multi bag / Time sharing OS
3.Third Generation - (1964-71)
- Integrated Circuits - Timesharing/ Real time OS
4.Fourth Generation - (1971-80) - Microprocessors - Real time/ Multi programming OS
5.Fifth Generation - (1980- present) - Semi conductors - Real time/ Multi programming OS
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Languages according to Generations:GENERATION LANGUAGES
1st

-

Machine and Assembly language

2nd

-

Assembly language and high level languages (FORTRAN , COBOL)

3rd

- High level languages (FORTRAN II - IV , COBOL , PASCAL , BASIC, ALGOL68)

4th

-

High level languages(FORTAN 77 , PASCAL , COBOL)

5th

-

High level languages(C , C++ ,JAVA , .NET)

Types of Computers
Five Types:
. Personal Computer
. Mini Computer
. Mainframes
. Super Computer
. Micro computer
1. Personal Computer:
A PC can be defined as a small, relatively inexpensive computer designed for an individual user. PCs are based on
the microprocessor technology that enables manufacturers to put an entire CPU on one chip. Businesses use
personal computers for word processing, accounting, desktop publishing, and for running spreadsheet and database
management applications. At home, the most popular use for personal computers is playing games and surfing the
Internet.
2. Mini Computer:
It is a midsize multi-processing system capable of supporting up to 250 users simultaneously.
These were designed for specific tasks but have now lost popularity due to the advent of Pcs.
Popular Minicomputers:

K-202

Texas Instrument TI-990

SDS-92

IBM Midrange computers
3. Mainframes:
Mainframe is very large in size and is an expensive computer capable of supporting hundreds or even thousands of
users simultaneously. Mainframe executes many programs concurrently and supports many simultaneous
executions of programs.
Popular Mainframe computers:

Fujitsu‘s ICL VME

Hitachi‘s Z800
4. Super computer:
Supercomputers are one of the fastest computers currently available. Supercomputers are very expensive and are
employed for specialized applications that require immense amount of mathematical calculations (number
crunching).
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For example, weather forecasting, scientific simulations, (animated) graphics, fluid dynamic calculations, nuclear
energy research, electronic design, and analysis of geological data (e.g. in petrochemical prospecting).
Popular Supercomputers:

IBM‘s Sequoia, in United States

Fujitsu‘s K Computer in Japan

IBM‘s Mira in United States

IBM‘s Super MUC in Germany

NUDT Tianhe-1A in China
5. Microcomputer:
Desktop computers, laptops, personal digital assistant (PDA), tablets & smartphones are all types of
microcomputers. The micro-computers are widely used & the fastest growing computers. These computers are the
cheapest among the other three types of computers. The Micro-computers are specially designed for general usage
like entertainment, education and work purposes. Well known manufacturers of Micro-computer are Dell, Apple,
Samsung, Sony&Toshiba.
Desktop computers, Gaming consoles, Sound & Navigation system of a car, Net books, Notebooks, PDA‘s, Tablet
PC‘s, Smart phones, Calculators are all type of Microcomputers.
All types of computers follow the same basic logical structure and perform the following five basic operations for
converting raw input data into information useful to their users.

Functions of Computer:
The computer are used today for an almost unlimited range of applications. However, irrespective of the
application for which a computer is used we can identify a few basic functions that are performed by all computers.
All the computer applications are make use of these basic function of computers in different ways and
combinations.
There are basically for basic functions of computers - input, storage, processing and output. These are described
below:
Input:
Receiving or accepting information from outside sources. The most common way of performing this function is
through the information entered through the keyboard and the click of mouse. Of course there are many other type
of devices for receiving such information - for example, the web cam. Computers are also able to receive
information stored in other devices like DVD disks and pen drives. Computers are also able to receive information
from other computers and similar devices. When we use computers for automatic control of machines and
processes, computers are also receive information directly from such equipments and processes.
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Storage:
Store information in the computer. The memory is stored in computer in in several different ways depending on
how the information is used. For simplicity we will classify in two broad categories. First is the memory in the
central processing unit of the computer, and second is the auxiliary memory. The auxiliary memory includes
devices such as fixed hard drives. The information stored in computer can also be divided broadly used in two
categories. The user data and the instructions used for internal operation and processing in the compute. These
instruction are what we call computer programs or software.
Processing:
This is really the core of computer operation. The computer processes the data that is fed to the computer by
various means and the data already contained in internal memory to produce the results that is the core of all
computer application.
Output:
The results of the processing are made available for use by any user or other devices. The most common ways of
producing such outputs are through computer monitor, speakers, and printers. When a computer is connected to
other devices, including through Internet, this output is in the form of electrical pulses. The output data can also be
recorded on to an external recording medium such as a DVD disk.
GENERATIONS OF COMPUTERS :
1. First Generation- (1940-56) - Vacuum tubes - Batch processing OS
2. Second Generation- (1956-63) - Transistors - Multi bag / Time sharing OS
3. Third Generation - (1964-71) - Integrated Circuits -Timesharing/ Real time OS
4. Fourth Generation - (1971-80) - Microprocessors- Real time/ Multi programming OS
5. Fifth Generation- (1980- present)-Semi conductors- Real time/ Multi programming OS
Languages according to Generations:GENERATION LANGUAGES
1st - Machine and Assembly language
2nd - Assembly language and high level languages (FORTRAN, COBOL)
3rd - High level languages (FORTRAN II - IV, COBOL, PASCAL, BASIC, ALGOL68)
4th - High level languages (FORTAN 77, PASCAL, COBOL)
5th - High level languages(C , C++ ,JAVA , .NET)
Questions and Answers:1.This person created what is now known as the first computer program. The program was made to help
the Analytical Engine calculate numbers.
A. Charles Babbage
B. Konrad Apple
C. Ada Lovelace
D. William Zuse
2.Who invented the Internet?
A. Steve Jobs
B. More than one person
C. Al Gore
D. William Shockley
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3.This person created a machine called The Analytical Engine. His ideas were some of the first that led to
the creation of computers.
A. Simon Konrad
B. Charles Babbage
C. John Lovelace
D. William Howard
4.This invention was 1,000 times faster than any machine built before it. It was so big that it could fill up a
house.
A. Apple I
B. ENIAC
C. Windows
D. Z3
5.This invention replaced vacuum tubes and made computers much smaller and faster. However, it was
eventually replaced by another invention.
A. RAM
B. ENIAC
C. Transformer
D. Transistor
6.This invention helped make computers much smaller and faster. What is it called?
A. Vacuum Tube
B. Random Access Memory
C. Central Processing Unit
D. Integrated Circuit
7.VLSI introduced in which generation?
A.2nd
B.5th
C.4th
D.3rd
8.Third Generation computers were based on _______
(A) IC
(B) Vacuum tube
(C) transistor
(D) None of the Above
9.ULSI stands for______
(A) Ultra Large Scale Integration
(B) Ultimate Large Scale Integration
(C) Upper Large Scale Integration
(D) Ultra Large Script Integration
10.Which of the following is fourth generation computer?
(A) INTEL 4004
(B) IBM 360
(C) IBM 1401
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(D) None of the Above
Key
1.C 2.B 3.B 4.B 5.D 6.D 7.C 8.A 9.A 10.A
Data Base Management Systems (DBMS)
Definition:A Database Management Systems (DBMS) is a computer program designed to manage a database, a large set of
structured data, and run operations on the data requested by numerous users.
Typical examples of DBMS are -: Accounting, human resources and customer support systems.
What is Database?
Database is a organized collection of data, Which can be easily accessed, managed and updated.
Example:Dictionary, telephone directory
Types of Database:1. Distributed Database
2. Centralized Database
Distributed Database:A distributed database is a database in which portions of the database are stored in multiple physical locations and
processing is distributed among multiple database nodes.
Centralized Database:A centralized distributed database management system (DBMS) integrates the data logically so it can be managed
as if it were all stored in the same location. The DBMS synchronizes all the data periodically and ensures that
updates and deletes performed on the data at one location will be automatically reflected in the data stored
elsewhere.
Three layer Architecture of DBMS:-

From the above figure we classify that level of Data Abstraction in DBMSData Store:Also known as physical storage and here we can store data.
Three Layers of Architecture are:1. Physical Level
2. Conceptual level
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3. External level
Physical Level:It is the lowest layer of abstraction. It describes how data is stored in detail.
Conceptual Level:It is the level of abstraction and describes what data is stored and what relationship among data is. At the
conceptual level, each such record is described by a type of definition and the interrelationship among those
record types. Database administrators work at this level of abstraction.
External level:
It is the highest level of data abstraction and is defines by user. It describes part of entire database and hides
the details of external level.
ONE LINER:1.
(a)Which Database is more secured?
Distributed Database
2.
(b) Why?
Because distributed is at multiple locations where as centralized is at one location.
3.
In which layer data structure is defined?
Physical level
4.
Physical layer is also known as
Internal view
5.
Which layer represents entire database?
Conceptual level
6.
Which is closest to physical storage
Internal view or physical level
7.
ATM user and End user are examples of
External view or view level
8.
Conceptual Level is also known as
Middle layer view (or) global view
9.
Group of data is said to be
Information
Users in Database
1. Naive User:Naive users are unsophisticated users who interact with the system by using permanent application programs (e.g.
automated teller machine).
These naïve users are nothing to do technically, they just need to follow environment.
2. Application Programmers:Application programmers are computer professionals interacting with the system through DML calls embedded in
a program written in a host language (e.g. C, PL/1, Pascal): These programs are called Application Programs.
In simple terms we can say that, one who develops applications (or) UI (User Interface) to work upon database
falls in this category.
3. Specialized Users:Specialized users are sophisticated users writing special database application programs. These may be CADD
systems, knowledge-based and expert systems, complex data systems (audio/video), etc.
4. Database Administrators:Database Administrators are those who are responsible for maintaining and structuring the database. These
database administrators may be single person or group of people.
Access control and recovery management are responsibilities of database administrators.
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Structure of DBMS
1. DDL Compiler:Data Definition statements are responsible for creation and deletion of database.
When the user inserts, deletes, updates or retrieves the record from the database, he will be sending request which
he understands by pressing some buttons. But for the database to work/understand the request, it should be broken
down to object code. This is done by this compiler.
Data definition language of SQL (Structured Query Language) is
CREATE, DELETE, MANIPULATE.
2. Disk manager:Disk manager is a small piece of code present on the host computer (client system) and responsible for inputoutput (I/O) operations.
3. Data Files:Data files are part of database, where they are stored (A portion).
4. Access control:Permission for GRANT & REVOKE commands are done by access control.
5. Data dictionary:A collection of information is said data dictionary.
eg: Meta data, database, relation and entities.
6. Query processor:The role of query processor is to convert the query into data manger readable form.
User Query
Readable form
One liner:1. What actually DDL compiler does?
- It coverts DDL statements into Tabular form.
2. DDL compiler stores data in which form?
- METADATA
3. Three commands of DDL language are:
- CREATE, DELETE & MANIPULATE.
4. Best example for naïve user is:
-ATM
5. DDL stands for
-Data definition language
6. GRANT & REVOKE are done by:
-Access control
7. Database Administrators can be
(a). Single expert
(b). Group of experts
(c). Both (a) & (b)
- Option C
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Types of DBMS
1. Hierarchical DBMS:

In this hierarchical model
(a) it has tree like structure.
(b) A parent can have n- number of children
(c) and children should have only one parent
(d) it follows one-one relationship.

2. Network DBMS (NDBMS):
(a) This NDBMS has multiple owners.
(b) Parent can have many children
(c) children can also have more than one parent.
(d) It follows many-many relationship.
3. Relational DBMS (RDBMS):
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(a) RDBMS is in the form of rows and columns.
(b) combination of rows and columns is generally called as table but in RDBMS we call it as Relation.
(c) Data organized in two dimensional tables called Relation.
(d) A row is known as tuple and a column is know as attribute.
4.Object oriented DBMS:

(a) It is similar as RDBMS but differs as shown in table.
(b) Object oriented DBMS combines database with object oriented programming(oops)
(c) Information are in form of objects.
One liner:
1.Hierarchical DBMS has-Tree like structure
2.Network DBMS follows-Many-many relationship
3.Data organized in two dimensional tables called -relation
4.In RDBMS (a) Row is known as- Tuple
(b) Column is known as – Attribute
5.MS access works along with –RDBMS
6. number of tuples is called –Cardinality
7. number of attributes is called –Degree
8. Collection of related fields is called -Record
Difference between DBMS & RDBMS
DBMS

RDBMS
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1. DBMS store data as file

1.RDBMS stores data in tabular form

2. Data generally stored in hierarchical form
Or navigational form.
3. Normalization is not present in DBMS

2. In RDBMS, tables have an primary key and
the data values are stored inform of tables.
3. Normalization is present in RDBMS

4. DBMS doesn‘t apply any security with regards 4. RDBMS defines integrity constraints for
to data manipulation.
purpose of ACID properties.
5. XML, file systems
5. My SQL ,Sql server, ORACLE.

Few Basic Definitions:
1. XML:
XML stands for eXtensible Markup Language.
XML was designed to store and transport data.
XML was designed to be both human- and machine-readable.
2. File systems:
A file system is the methods and data structures that an operating system uses to keep track of files on a disk or
partition; that is, the way the files are organized on the disk. The word is also used to refer to a partition or disk that
is used to store the files or the type of the file system.
File system allows accessing various data.
3. My SQL:
MySQL is an open source relational database management system (RDBMS) based on Structured Query Language
(SQL). MySQLas the relational database management system and PHP as the object-oriented scripting language.
4. SQL server:
SQL server is Microsoft's relational database management system (RDBMS). It is a full-featured database
primarily designed to compete against competitors Oracle Database (DB) and MySQL.
5. Database schema:
A database schema is the skeleton structure that represents the logical view of entire database.In simple terms we
say that logical view of database is called schema.
Types:

1. Physical database schema:
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This schema pertains to the actual storage of data and its form of storage like files, indices, etc. It defines how the
data will be stored in a secondary storage.
2. Logical database schema:
This schema defines all the logical constraints that need to be applied on the data stored. It defines tables, views,
and integrity constraints.
Instance:
At particular moment, if a data is been stored then it is said to be instance.
One liner:
1. In RDBMS data stored in – Tabular form
2. Normalization is absent in – DBMS
3. My SQL, SQL server, Oracle are the examples of- RDBMS
4. File system- allows to access various data
5. Logical view of entire data base is- Schema
6. Which database schema stores as files, records- Physical database schema
7. Logical database schema stores in form of- Tables, views, integrity, constraints.

TYPES OF KEYS
1. Candidate key:
A candidate key is a column, or set of columns, in a table that can uniquely identify any database record without
referring to any other data.
Minimum set of attributes used to uniquely different records of the table is candidate key.
For example: The best way to define candidate keys is with an example. For example, a bank‘s database is being
designed. To uniquely define each customer‘s account, a combination of the customer‘s birth date and a sequential
number for each of his or her accounts can be used. So, Mr. Andrew Smith‘s checking account can be numbered
120344-1, and his savings account 120344-2. A candidate key has just been created.
2. Primary key:
Each table may have one or more candidate keys, but one candidate key is unique, and it is called the primary key.
This is usually the best among the candidate keys to use for identification.
3. Composite key:
When a key is composed of more than one column, it is known as a composite key.
Composite key consists two or more attributes that uniquely identify entity occurrence.
4. Foreign key:
A foreign key is a field (or collection of fields) in one table that uniquely identifies a row of another table or the
same table.
In simpler words, the foreign key is defined in a second table, but it refers to the primary key or a unique key in
the first table. For example, a table called Employee has a primary key called employee_id. Another table called
Employee Details has a foreign key which references employee_id in order to uniquely identify the relationship
between both tables.
5. Super key:
A super key is a combination of columns that uniquely identifies any row within a relational database management
system (RDBMS) table. A candidate key is a closely related concept where the super key is reduced to the
minimum number of columns required to uniquely identify each row.
6. Alternate key:
If any table have more than one candidate key, then after choosing primary key from those candidate key, rest of
candidate keys are known as an alternate key of that table. Like here we can take a very simple example to
understand the concept of alternate key.
Suppose we have a table named Employee which has two columns EmpID and EmpMail, both have not null
attributes and unique value. So both columns are treated as candidate key. Now we make EmpID as a primary key
to that table then EmpMail is known as alternate key.
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7. Natural key:
A natural key (also known as business key) is type of unique key, found in relational model database design that is
formed of attributes that already exist in real world. It is used in business-related columns.
In other words, a natural key is a candidate key that has a logical relationship to the attributes within that row. A
natural key is sometimes called domain key.
Natural key is a unique key that cannot be repeated in any of the dataset.
Example: Finger prints, DNA, mobile number, these can‘t be ever be in any other data set.
8. Prime attributes:
The attributes which are part of candidate key are known as Prime attributes.
One liner:
1. Minimum set of attributes used to uniquely different records of the table is - candidate key.
2. The key which is unique but not null –Primary key.
3. The unique id which is used to refer the other table –foreign key.
4. Candidate key + Zero/more attributes –super key.
5. Minimal super key is a – candidate key.
6. The key which is unique and can be represented in other data set – Standard primary key.
7. A unique key that cannot be repeated in any of the data set –Natural key
8. A key is composed of more than one column –Composite key
9. The attributes which are part of candidate key are known as –Prime attributes
SQL (Structured Query Language)
Structured Query Language (SQL) is a widely-used programming language for working with relational databases.
SQL is specially designed programming language to regulate and manage the data stored in relational databases
(RDBMS).
Sub division in SQL:
1. DDL (Data Definition Language):
Defines structure of Database
2. DML (Data Manipulation Language):
Data is been entered
3. DCL (Data Control Language):
Data is been controlled
4. DQL (Data Query Language):
Data is been retrieved/fetched
5. TCL (Transaction Control Language):
About transactions
Data Definition Language (DDL)
The commands of DDL are:1. Create: A commonly used CREATE command is the CREATE TABLE command.
2. Alter: The ALTER statement modifies an existing database object.
3. Drop: The DROP statement destroys an existing database, table, index, or view.
4. Rename: The RENAME statement is used to rename a database table.
5. Truncate: The TRUNCATE statement is used to delete all data from a table. It's much faster than DELETE.
Data Manipulation Language:
The commands of DML are:
1. SELECT: retrieve data from the database.
2. INSERT: insert data into a table.
3. UPDATE: update existing data within table.
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4. DELETE: delete all records in the table,
5. MERGE: UPSERT operations (insert or update)
6. CALL: call a SQL or java program
7. LOCKTABLE: control concurrency
Data Control Language:
DCL used to control privilege in database.
To perform any operation in database, such as creating tables, sequences (or) views.
The commands of DCL are:
1. Grant: to allow specified users to perform specified tasks.
2. Revoke: to cancel previously granted or denied permissions.
Data Query Language:
It is the component of SQL statement that allows getting data from the database.
The command of DQL is:
1. Select: retrieve data from database.
Transaction Control Language:
Transaction Control Language (TCL) commands are used to manage transactions in database. These are used to
manage the changes made by DML statements. It also allows statements to be grouped together into logical
transactions.
The commands of TCL are:
1. Commit: permanently save any transaction into database.
2. Rollback: restores the database to its last committed state.
3. Save point: temporarily save any transaction into database.
One Liner:
1. Defines structure of database:DDL
2. Data is fetched: DQL
3. Structure will be modified: ALTER
4. Data will be modified: UPDATE
5. Restores the database to its last committed state: ROLLBACK
6. Take back permissions: REVOKE
7. Temporarily save any transaction: SAVE POINT
8. Gives user access: GRANT
9. Data will be fetched is for :SELECT COMMAND
ACID Properties in DBMS
A transaction is a single logical unit of work which accesses and possibly modifies the contents of a database.
Transactions access data using read and write operations.
In order to maintain consistency in a database, before and after transaction, certain properties are followed. These
are called ACID properties.
A- Atomicity
C- Consistency
I- Isolation
D- Durability
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1. Atomicity:
This update to the database is called a transaction and it either commits or aborts. This means that only a fragment
of the update cannot be placed into the database, should a problem occur with either the hardware or the software
involved. Features to consider for atomicity:

a transaction is a unit of operation - either all the transaction's actions are completed or none are

atomicity is maintained in the presence of deadlocks

atomicity is maintained in the presence of database software failures

atomicity is maintained in the presence of application software failures

atomicity is maintained in the presence of CPU failures

atomicity is maintained in the presence of disk failures

atomicity can be turned off at the system level

atomicity can be turned off at the session level
2. Consistency:
Consistency is the ACID property that ensures that any changes to values in an instance are consistent with
changes to other values in the same instance. A consistency constraint is a predicate on data which serves as a
precondition, post-condition, and transformation condition on any transaction.
3. Isolation:
The isolation portion of the ACID Properties is needed when there are concurrent transactions. Concurrent
transactions are transactions that occur at the same time, such as shared multiple users accessing shared objects.
This situation is illustrated at the top of the figure as activities occurring over time. The safeguards used by a
DBMS to prevent conflicts between concurrent transactions are a concept referred to as isolation.
Example:

An important concept to understanding isolation through transactions is serializability. Transactions are serializable
when the effect on the database is the same whether the transactions are executed in serial order or in an
interleaved fashion. As you can see at the top of the figure, Transactions 1 through Transaction 3 are executing
concurrently over time. The effect on the DBMS is that the transactions may execute in serial order based on
consistency and isolation requirements. If you look at the bottom of the figure, you can see several ways in which
these transactions may execute. It is important to note that a serialized execution does not imply the first
transactions will automatically be the ones that will terminate before other transactions in the serial order.
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Degrees of Isolation:

degree 0 - a transaction does not overwrite data updated by another user or process ("dirty data") of
other transactions

degree 1 - degree 0 plus a transaction does not commit any writes until it completes all its writes
(until the end of transaction)

degree 2 - degree 1 plus a transaction does not read dirty data from other transactions

degree 3 - degree 2 plus other transactions do not dirty data read by a transaction before the
transaction commits.
4. Durability:
Maintaining updates of committed transactions is critical. These updates must never be lost. The ACID property
of durability addresses this need. Durability refers to the ability of the system to recover committed transaction
updates if either the system or the storage media fails. Features to consider for durability:

recovery to the most recent successful commit after a database software failure

recovery to the most recent successful commit after an application software failure

recovery to the most recent successful commit after a CPU failure

recovery to the most recent successful backup after a disk failure

recovery to the most recent successful commit after a data disk failure
One liner:
1. Transaction Management component takes care of: Atomicity
2. Railway Reservation System comes under: Isolation
3. Concurrency Control Component takes care of: Isolation
4. Recovery Management Component takes care of: Durability
5. Durability talks about: Data secure
Normalization and Anomalies
Anomalies:
Tables that have redundant data have problems known as anomalies. So data redundancy is cause of an anomaly.
Redundancy is duplication of the data.
Three types of anomalies:
1. Insert Anomaly
2. Update Anomaly
3. Delete Anomaly
1. Insert Anomaly:
When you insert a record without having it stored on the related record.
An Insert Anomaly occurs when certain attributes cannot be inserted into the database without the presence of
other attributes. For example this is the converse of delete anomaly - we can't add a new course unless we have at
least one student enrolled on the course.

2. Update Anomaly:
When you delete some information and lose valuable related information at the same time.
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An Update Anomaly exists when one or more instances of duplicated data is updated, but not all. For example,
consider Jones moving address - you need to update all instances of Jones's address.

3. Delete Anomaly:
Any change made to your data will require you to scan all records to make the changes multiple time.
A Delete Anomaly exists when certain attributes are lost because of the deletion of other attributes. For example,
consider what happens if Student S30 is the last student to leave the course - All information about the course is
lost.

Normalization
Stages:
Process involves applying a series of tests on a relation to determine whether it satisfies or violates the
requirements of a given normal form.

When a test fails, the relation is decomposed into simpler relations that individually meet the
normalization tests.

The higher the normal form the less vulnerable to update anomalies the relations become.

Three Normal forms: 1NF, 2NF and 3NF were initially proposed by Codd.

All these normal forms are based on the functional dependencies among the attributes of a relation.
Normalization follows a staged process that obeys a set of rules. The steps of normalization are:
Step 1: Select the data source and convert into an unnormalised table (UNF)
Step 2: Transform the unnormalised data into first normal form (1NF)
Step 3: Transform data in first normal form (1NF) into second normal form (2NF)
Step 4: Transform data in second normal form (2NF) into third normal form (3NF)
Occasionally, the data may still be subject to anomalies in third normal form. In this case, we may have to perform
further transformations.

Transform third normal form to Boyce-Codd normal form (BCNF)

Transform Boyce-Codd normal form to fourth normal form (4NF)

Transform fourth normal form to fifth normal form (5NF)
1 NF Form:
Each table cell should contain a single value.
Each record needs to be unique.
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1 NF Example:

2 NF Form:
Rule 1: Be in 1NF
Rule 2: Single column primary key.

We have divided
our 1NF table into two tables as Table 1 and table 2. Whereas table 1 contains member information and table 2
contains information on movies rented.
We have introduced a new column called Membership_id which is the primary key for table 1. Records can be
uniquely identified in Table 1 using membership id
3 NF Form:
Step 1: Be in 2NF
Step 2: Has no transitive functional dependencies
To move our 2NF table into 3NF, we again need to need to divide our table.
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We have again divided our tables and created a new table which stores Salutations.
There are no transitive functional dependencies, and hence our table is in 3NF
In Table 3 Salutation ID is primary key, and in Table 1 Salutation ID is foreign to primary key in Table 3
BCNF:
Even when a database is in 3rd Normal Form, still there would be anomalies resulted if it has more than
one Candidate Key.
Sometimes is BCNF is also referred as 3.5 Normal Form.
4NF (Fourth Normal Form) Rules:
If no database table instance contains two or more, independent and multivalued data describing the relevant entity,
then it is in 4th Normal Form.
5NF (Fifth Normal Form) Rules:
A table is in 5th Normal Form only if it is in 4NF and it cannot be decomposed into any number of smaller tables
without loss of data.
6NF (Sixth Normal Form) Proposed:
6th Normal Form is not standardized, yet however, it is being discussed by database experts for some time.
Hopefully, we would have a clear & standardized definition for 6th Normal Form in the near future...
That's all to Normalization!!!
Types of Data Models
1. Object based data models
(a) ER Data models
(b) Object oriented data models
2. Physical Models
3. Record Based Data models
(a) Hierarchical Data Models
(b) Network Data models
(c) Relational Data models
1. Object based data models:
(A) ER data models:
ER data model is the representation of real world objects with their attributes and relationship.
Entity:
Rectangles are used to represent the entity in the diagram. Name of the Entity is written inside the rectangle.
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A strong entity is represented by simple rectangle as shown above. A weak entity is represented by two rectangles
as shown below.

Attribute:
An oval shape is used to represent the attributes. Name of the attribute is written inside the oval shape and is
connected to its entity by a line.
Multivalued attributes are represented by double oval shape; whereas derived attributes are represented by oval
shape with dashed lines. A composite attribute is also represented by oval shape, but these attribute will be
connected to its parent attribute forming a tree structure.

Primary key:
An underline to the attribute name is put to represent the primary key. The key attribute of the weak entity is
represented by dashed underline.

Relationship:
A diamond shape is used to show the relationship between the entities. A mapping with weak entity is shown using
double diamond. Relationship name will be written inside them.
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One to one relation:
A one-to-one relationship is represented by adding ‗1‘ near the entities on the line joining the relation. In another
type of notation one dash is added to the relationship line at both ends.

One to many relation:
A one-to-many relationship is represented by adding ‗1‘ near the entity at left hand side of relation and ‗N‘ is
written near the entity at right side. Other type of notation will have dash at LHS of relation and three arrow kind
of lines at the RHS of relation as shown below.

Many to many relation:
A one-to-many relationship is represented by adding ‗M‘ near the entity at left hand side of relation and ‗N‘ is
written near the entity at right side. Other type of notation will have three arrow kinds of lines at both sides of
relation as shown below.

(B) Object oriented data model:
An object database (also object-oriented database management system, OODBMS) is a database management
system in which information is represented in the form of objects as used in object-oriented programming. Object
databases are different from relational databases which are table-oriented. Object-Relational database are a hybrid
of both approaches
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2. Physical Data Models:
Physical data model represents how the model will be built in the database. A physical database model shows all
table structures, including column name, column data type, column constraints, primary key, foreign key, and
relationships between tables. Features of a physical data model include:
Specification all tables and columns.

Foreign keys are used to identify relationships between tables.

Denormalization may occur based on user requirements.

Physical considerations may cause the physical data model to be quite different from the logical
data model.

Physical data model will be different for different RDBMS. For example, data type for a column
may be different between MySQL and SQL Server.
3. Record based data models:
(a) Hierarchical data models:
A hierarchical database model is a data model in which the data is organized into a tree-like structure. The data is
stored as records which are connected to one another through links. A record is a collection of fields, with each
field containing only one value. The entity type of a record defines which fields the record contains.

(b) Network Data Models:
The network model is a database model conceived as a flexible way of representing objects and their relationships.
Its distinguishing feature is that the schema, viewed as a graph in which object types are nodes and relationship
types are arcs, is not restricted to being a hierarchy or lattice.
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The Network model replaces the hierarchical tree with a graph thus allowing more general connections among the
nodes. The main difference of the network model from the hierarchical model, is its ability to handle many to many
(N:N) relations. In other words, it allows a record to have more than one parent.

(c) Relational Data Models:
1.
Where all data is represented in terms of tuples, grouped into relations. A database organized in
terms of the relational model is a relational database.
The purpose of the relational model is to provide a declarative method for specifying data and queries: users
directly state what information the database contains and what information they want from it, and let the database
management system software take care of describing data structures for storing the data and retrieval procedures
for answering queries.

One Liner:
1. In which model data is stored in computer memory?
Physical Data Model
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2. In which Data model parent can have n- children?
Hierarchical data model
3. One to many is for:
Hierarchical data model
4. Which is designed to address the drawbacks of hierarchical model?
Network data model
5. Tables, relations, keys, attributes are established in:
Relational data model
Computer Architecture
Computer architecture defines the components and the relationship between them. It also describes how different
components interact with software to form a computer system.
The best known computer architecture is known as ―John Von Architecture‖ or ―Princeton Architecture‖,
introduced in 1948 by John Von Neumann. This architecture is still used by most of the computers today. Here is
the diagram of Architecture.

A basic computer system consists of the following components:1. CPU:
Central processing unit is that core element of a computer system that carries out instructions of a computer
program by performing basic arithmetic, logical, control and I/O operations.
2. Memory:
Every computer has 2 types of main memories - RAM and ROM
Random Access Memory can be read and written to anytime the CPU instructs it. Contents of RAM are erased
when the computer is turned off whereas Read Only Memory is pre-loaded with data and software that never
changes. ROM is typically used to store computer's initial start up instructions.
3. I/O unit:
I/P refers to the communication between a computer and outer world. Input are signals/data received by system and
Output are signals sent by it. Peripheral devices provide input/output to the system. Peripherals include input
devices like keyboard, mouse and output devices like display screen or printer. Hard disk and optical disk devices
act as both input and output devices.
4. Arithmetic and Logical Unit (ALU):
It is the most important component of a microprocessor that performs the arithmetical and logical operations like
AND, OR, NAND, NOR, Addition and Subtraction.
5. Control Unit:
Its the circuit that controls the flow of information through processor and coordinates the activities of other units
within it. With a regular processor, control unit performs tasks of fetching, decoding, managing execution and
storing results.
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6. Register Sets:
Register sets temporarily store data and program codes until they are sent to ALU or control section. More registers
per cpu results in programming tasks easily. Registers are measured by no of bits i.e 8 bit, 16 bit, 32 bit.
Important Terms
Mother BoardIt is the main Printed circuit board mounted the CPU. It is also known as Logic Board, Planar board and System
Board. It is found in general purpose as well as special purpose systems. It allows communication between
different components of the system such as memory, CPU, and other peripherals. It uses different buses to connect
dif7fe/5r3ent components.
BUSA bus is a set of wires used to connect different components of the system so that data/information can move from
one component to other component, where each wire can carry only a single bit.
There are two types of BUS according to connectivity:1) Internal Bus – It is also known as system bus, local bus, front side bus or Memory bus. It connects all the
internal components such as CPU and memory to the motherboard. It is also known as local bus as they are
intended to connect local
2) External Bus – It is also known as the expansion bus. It connects different external components like
peripherals, expansion slots, I/O Port and drive connections to the rest of the computer.
There are three types of bus according to their work:1) Data Bus- The data that is to be transferred is carried by data
2) Address Bus– The addresses of I/O devices and memory is carried by address bus
3) Control bus– The instructions/commands to access the memory or I/O devices are carried by control
One Liner:
1. The CU, ALU and Memory is collectively known as: Central Processing Unit (CPU)
2. It reads and interprets (decodes) the program instructions, transforming them into control signals: Control Unit
3. Logic Operations involve Boolean logic like: AND,OR,XOR,NOT
4. ALU performs two classes of operations: Arithmetic Logic
5. A high speed semiconductor which can speed up CPU is: Cache Memory
6. Register is a: Cache Memory
Introduction of Computer Number System
A set of values used to represent different quantities is known as Number System. For example, a number system
can be used to represent the number of students in a class or number of viewers watching a certain TV program etc.
The digital computer represents all kinds of data and information in binary numbers. It includes audio, graphics,
video, text and numbers. The total number of digits used in a number system is called its base or radix. The base is
written after the number as subscript.
Some important number systems are as follows.

Decimal number system

Binary number system

Octal number system

Hexadecimal number system
Decimal number System:
The Decimal Number System consists of ten digits from 0 to 9. These digits can be used to represent any numeric
value. The base of decimal number system is 10. It is the most widely used number system. The value represented
by individual digit depends on weight and position of the digit.
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Binary Number System:
Digital computer represents all kinds of data and information in the binary system. Binary Number System consists
of two digits 0 and 1. Its base is 2. Each digit or bit in binary number system can be 0 or 1. A combination of
binary numbers may be used to represent different quantities like 1001. The positional value of each digit in binary
number is twice the place value or face value of the digit of its right side. The weight of each position is a power of
2.
Octal Number System:
Octal Number System consists of eight digits from 0 to 7. The base of octal system is 8. Each digit position in this
system represents a power of 8. Any digit in this system is always less than 8. Octal number system is used as a
shorthand representation of long binary numbers. The number 6418 is not valid in this number system as 8 is not a
valid digit.
Hexadecimal Number System:
The Hexadecimal Number System consists of 16 digits from 0 to 9 and A to F. The alphabets A to F represent
decimal numbers from 10 to 15. The base of this number system is 16. Each digit position in hexadecimal system
represents a power of 16. The number 76416 is valid hexadecimal number. It is different from 76410 which is
seven hundred and sixty four. This number system provides shortcut method to represent long binary numbers.
Decimal System:
The decimal system consists of 10 numerals or symbols. These 10 symbols are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.
Right now you must be thinking, I learnt it by the first grade. But then there‘s more to learn in simpler topics.
The decimal system is also called base-10 system.
It is a positional-value system. It means the value of a digit depends on its position.
Example: Consider a decimal number 736. The digit 7 actually represents 7 hundreds, 3 represents 3 tens and 6
represents 6 units. Then 7 carries the most weight of the three digits, it is referred to as the most significant digit
(MSD). Then 2 carries the least weight, it is referred to as the least significant digit (LSD).
Note the concepts: most significant digit (MSD) and least significant digit (LSD)
Binary System:
Binary number system gained importance due to its application in the digital world. Computers run on digital
binary data. In binary system there are only two symbols 0 and 1. Still, with only 0 and 1 any number, how so ever
large can be represented.
Binary is also a positional number system.
In the binary system the term binary digit is often abbreviated to the term, bit. In other words, bit is a short form for
binary digit. The left most bit has the largest weight is the most significant bit (MSB). The right most bit has the
smallest weight is the least significant bit (LSB).
Example: 1010
The leftmost 1 is the most significant bit (MSB)
The rightmost 0 is the least significant bit (LSB).
There are many methods or techniques which can be used to convert numbers from one base to another. We'll
demonstrate here the following:
Decimal to Other Base System:
Steps
Step 1 - Divide the decimal number to be converted by the value of the new base.
Step 2 - Get the remainder from Step 1 as the rightmost digit (least significant digit) of new base number.
Step 3 - Divide the quotient of the previous divide by the new base.
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Step 4 - Record the remainder from Step 3 as the next digit (to the left) of the new base number.
Repeat Steps 3 and 4, getting remainders from right to left, until the quotient becomes zero in Step 3.
The last remainder thus obtained will be the most significant digit (MSD) of the new base number.
Example:
Decimal Number: 2910
Calculating Binary Equivalent:

As mentioned in Steps 2 and 4, the remainders have to be arranged in the reverse order so that the first remainder
becomes the least significant digit (LSD) and the last remainder becomes the most significant digit (MSD).
Decimal Number: 2910 = Binary Number: 111012.
Other base system to Decimal System:
Steps
Step 1 - Determine the column (positional) value of each digit (this depends on the position of the digit and the
base of the number system).
Step 2 - Multiply the obtained column values (in Step 1) by the digits in the corresponding columns.
Step 3 - Sum the products calculated in Step 2. The total is the equivalent value in decimal.
Example:
Binary Number: 111012
Calculating Decimal Equivalent:

Other Base System to Non-Decimal System:
Steps
Step 1 - Convert the original number to a decimal number (base 10).
Step 2 - Convert the decimal number so obtained to the new base number.
Example:
Octal Number: 258
Calculating Binary Equivalent:
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Shortcut method - Binary to Octal:
Steps
Step 1 - Divide the binary digits into groups of three (starting from the right).
Step 2 - Convert each group of three binary digits to one octal digit.
Example
Binary Number: 101012
Calculating Octal Equivalent:

Shortcut method - Octal to Binary:
Steps
Step 1 - Convert each octal digit to a 3 digit binary number (the octal digits may be treated as decimal for this
conversion).
Step 2 - Combine all the resulting binary groups (of 3 digits each) into a single binary number.
Example:
Octal Number: 258
Calculating Binary Equivalent:
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Shortcut method - Binary to Hexadecimal:
Steps
Step 1 - Divide the binary digits into groups of four (starting from the right).
Step 2 - Convert each group of four binary digits to one hexadecimal symbol.
Example:
Binary Number: 101012
Calculating hexadecimal Equivalent:

Shortcut method - Hexadecimal to Binary:
steps
Step 1 - Convert each hexadecimal digit to a 4 digit binary number (the hexadecimal digits may be treated as
decimal for this conversion).
Step 2 - Combine all the resulting binary groups (of 4 digits each) into a single binary number.
Example:
Hexadecimal Number: 1516
Calculating Binary Equivalent:

Computer Security
Computer security also known as cyber security is the protection of information systems from theft or damage to
the hardware, the software and to the information on them, as well as from disruption of the services they provide.
Security is based on the following issues:
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Privacy: The ability to keep things private/confidential.
Trust: we trust data from an individual or a host.
Authenticity: Are security credentials in order.
Integrity: Has the system been compromised /altered already.
Threats classified into one of the categories below:
Back doors: A back door in a computer system, a cryptosystem is any secret method of bypassing normal
authentication or security controls. They may exist for a number of reasons, including by original design or from
poor configuration.
Direct-access attacks: An unauthorized user gaining physical access to a computer is most likely able to directly
download data from it.
Eavesdropping: It is the act of surreptitiously listening to a private conversation, typically between hosts on a
network.
Spoofing: Spoofing of user identity describes a situation in which one person or program successfully
masquerades as another by falsifying data.
Tampering: It describes a malicious modification of products. So-called "Evil Maid" attacks and security services
planting of surveillance capability into routers.
Phishing: It is the attempt to acquire sensitive information such as usernames, passwords and credit card details
directly from users.
Computer Viruses:
1. Cluster viruses: This type of virus creates the illusion that the virus has infected every program on the disk.
2. Worms: its purpose is to duplicate itself in the host.
3. Bombs: it hides in the user‘s disk and is triggered by a specific event.
4. Trojan horses: it is a malicious program that appears harmless. These do not themselves on the host disk.
5. Stealth Viruses: These Viruses reside in the computer‘s memory and are hard to detect.
6. Macro viruses: it is designed to infect a specific file type.
7. Boot sector viruses: A boot sector virus infects the boot record of a hard disk. The virus allows the actual boot
sector data to be read as through a normal start-up were occurring.
The following are some well-known viruses.
1. CodeRed: It is a worm that infects a computer running Microsoft IIS server. This virus launched DOS attack on
White House‘s website. It allows the hacker to access the infected computer remotely.
2. Nimba: It is a worm that spreads itself using different methods. IT damages computer in different ways. It
modified files, alters security settings and degrades performance.
3. SirCam: It is distributed as an email attachment. It may delete files, degrade performance and send the files to
anyone.
4. Melisa: It is a virus that is distributed as an email attachment. IT disables different safeguards in MS Word. It
sends itself to 50 people if Microsoft Outlook is installed..
5.Ripper:It corrupts data from the hard disk.
6. MDMA:It is transferred from one MS Word file to other if both files are in memory.
7. Concept:It is also transferred as an email attachment. It saves the file in template directory instead of its original
location.
8. One_Half:It encrypts hard disk so only the virus may read the data. It displays One_Half on the screen when the
encryption is half completed.
Classification of hackers based on their attitude:
White Hat:
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A "White hat" hacker breaks security for non-malicious reasons, perhaps to test their own security system or while
working for a security company which makes security software. The term "white hat" in Internet slang refers to an
ethical hacker.
Black Hat:
A "Black hat" hacker is a hacker who "violates computer security for little reason beyond maliciousness or for
personal gain". Black hat hackers break into secure networks to destroy, modify, or steal data; or to make the
network unusable for those who are authorized to use the network. Black hat hackers are also referred to as the
"crackers" within the security industry and by modern programmers.
Grey Hat:
A grey hat hacker lies between a black hat and a white hat hacker . Grey hat hackers sometimes find the defect of a
system and publish the facts to the world instead of a group of people. Even though grey hat hackers may not
necessarily perform hacking for their personal gain, unauthorized access to a system can be considered illegal and
unethical.
Blue Hat:
A blue hat hacker is someone outside computer security consulting films who is used to bug-test a system prior to
its launch, looking for exploits so they can be closed.
Hardware and Software
What is HARDWARE?
All the things you can see & touch in a computer, called hardware e.g. keyboard, Mouse, Monitor, Printer, Disk
and Chips etc

What are different types of HARDWARE COMPONENTS?
Internal hardware components:
— CPU
— Mother Board
— RAM
— Sound Card
— Video Card
— Hard Drive
— DVD
External Hardware components:
— Keyboard
— Mouse
— Printer
— Scanner
— Monitor
— Speakers
What is SOFTWARE?
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All the things you can't see & touch but can feel &operate, called software. e.g. set of instructions that tell the
hardware what to do like web browser to access internet, games, MS-Office, Antivirus programs etc.
Types of software - Mainly two type of software are there
1- System Software
2- Application Software

What is System Software?
System software sits directly on top of your computer's hardware components (also referred to as its bare metal). It
includes the range of software you would install to your system that enables it to function. This includes the
operating system, drivers for your hardware devices, linkers and debuggers. Systems software can also be used for
managing computer resources. Systems software is designed to be used by the computer system itself, not human
users.
System software is designed to operate the computer hardware and to provide a platform for running application
software. Application software are designed to help the user to perform specific tasks like MS Word, Notepad,
Google Chrome, and Calculator.
e.g. Window XP, Window 7, Sound Drivers etc
Application Software:
Unlike systems software, applications software is designed to be used by end-users. Applications software, in
essence, sits on top of system software, as it is unable to run without the operating system and other utilities.
Applications software includes things like database programs, word processors and spreadsheets, e-mail
applications, computer games, graphics programs and such. Generally, people will refer to applications software as
software.
Application software is used to modify text, image, graphics etc.
There are many application Software‘s, Word Processing software, Database Software, Spreadsheet software,
Presentational Software, Educational Software etc to name a few.
Firmware and BIOS:
The operating system relies on a piece of programming called the BIOS (Basic Input Output System).It
is the link between the operating system software and the hardware. The BIOS is not actually software: it‘s a
program semi-permanently stored into one of the computer‘s main chips, and it is known as firmware. Firmware is
a combination of hardware and software.
Mobile Device Software:
Modern smart phones use both system and application software.
Mobile device application software or Apps allow users to perform specified tasks like games, social networking,
and messaging. They are also apps for word processing, presentation making, etc. Mobile devices use operating
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systems like Android (Google), iOS (Apple), Windows Phone (Microsoft), BlackBerry (Research in Motion), and
Symbian (Nokia).
MEMORY
The processor performs all the fundamental computation of the computer system. Other components contribute to
the computation by doing such things as storing data or moving data into and out of the processor. But the
processor is where the fundamental action takes place.
A processor chip has relatively little memory. It has only enough memory to hold a few instructions of a program
and the data they process. Complete programs and data sets are held in memory external to the processor.
This memory is of two fundamental types: main memory, and secondary memory.
Main memory is sometimes called volatile because it loses its information when power is removed. Secondary
memory is usually nonvolatile because it retains its information when power is removed. (However, it needs power
when information is stored into memory or retrieved from it.)
Main memory is sometimes called main storage and secondary memory is sometimes called secondary storage or
mass storage.
Main memory:

closely connected to the processor.

stored data are quickly and easily changed.

holds the programs and data that the processor is actively working with.

interacts with the processor millions of times per second.

needs constant electric power to keep its information.
Secondary memory:

connected to main memory through the bus and a controller.

stored data are easily changed, but changes are slow compared to main memory.

used for long-term storage of programs and data.

before data and programs can be used, they must be copied from secondary memory into main
memory.

does not need electric power to keep its information.
Main Memory:
Main memory is where programs and data are kept when the processor is actively using them. When programs and
data become active, they are copied from secondary memory into main memory where the processor can interact
with them. A copy remains in secondary memory.
Main memory is intimately connected to the processor, so moving instructions and data into and out of the
processor is very fast.
Main memory is sometimes called RAM. RAM stands for Random Access Memory. "Random" means that the
memory cells can be accessed in any order. However, properly speaking, "RAM" means the type of silicon chip
used to implement main memory.
Secondary Memory:
Secondary memory is where programs and data are kept on a long-term basis. Common secondary storage devices
are the hard disk and optical disks.

The hard disk has enormous storage capacity compared to main memory.

The hard disk is usually contained inside the case of a computer.

The hard disk is used for long-term storage of programs and data.

Data and programs on the hard disk are organized into files.

A file is a collection of data on the disk that has a name.
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Question and Answer Session:
One Liner:
1. Which is fastest? Main memory or secondary memory?
Answer:Main memory.
2. Where is the word processor program that you are running located?
Answer: 1. In main memory.
2. Running programs are always located in main memory.
3. A permanent copy will also be in secondary memory on the hard disk.
3.Where are the characters you have typed?
Answer: 1. In main memory.
2. When you "save" your document, the characters are copied to a file on the hard disk.
4. Do you think that data transfer from the network is slower or faster than from main memory?
Answer:Data transfers from the network are much slower than from main memory and even slower than from hard
disk.
MEMORY UNITS
MEMORY – Memory is a data storage device in a computer system. The data is stored in binary form (0 to 1)
The computer data is made up of certain components basically called bits and bytes.
Basic components which constitute the data structures are explained as follows:
(A) BIT – It is the most basic information unit used in computing and formation theory.
A single bit is 1 or 0, a true or false or a ‗flag‘ which is on or off (use to distinguish two mutually exclusive states
from each other)
(B) NIBBLE – A nibble is the computing term for the aggregation of four bits or half an octet (an octet being an 8bit byte)
A Nibble contains four bits.
(C) BYTE – A byte is a collection of 8 bits. Eight-bit bytes also known as Octets, which can represent 256 values.
(D) WORD – A word is a string of bits stored in computer memory.
MEMORY MEASUREMENT:
The data is stored in the memory unit of CPU. The data storage is in binary digits 0 & 1

1 Bit = 0 or 1

8 Bits = 1 Byte

1024 Byte = 1 Kilobyte (KB) (1 to 3 digits)

1024 Kilobyte = 1 Megabyte (MB) (4 to 6 digits)

1024 Megabyte = 1 Gigabyte (GB) (7 to 9 digits)

1024 Gigabyte = 1 Terabyte (TB) (10 to 12 digits)
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1024 Terabyte = 1 Petabyte (PB) (13 to 15 digits)
1024 Petabyte = 1 Exabyte (EB) (16 to 18 digits)
1024 Exabyte = 1 Zetabyte (ZB) (19 to 21 digits)
1024 Zetabyte = 1 Yottabyte (YB) (25 to 27 digits)

The units of memory measurements are discussed below:
1. Kilobyte – A kilobyte is unit information or computer storage equal to 1024 bytes. It is commonly abbreviated
as KB.
2. Megabyte – A megabyte is unit of information or computer storage equal to 1024 kilobytes. It is commonly
abbreviated as MB.
3. Gigabyte – A gigabyte is unit of information or computer storage equal to 1024 megabytes. It is commonly
abbreviated as GB.
4. Terabyte – A terabyte is unit of information or computer storage equal to 1024 gigabytes. It is commonly
abbreviated as TB.
5. Petabyte – A Petabyte is unit of information or computer storage equal to 1024 Terabytes. It is commonly
abbreviated as PB.
6. Exabyte – An Exabyte is unit of information or computer storage equal to 1024 Petabytes. It is commonly
abbreviated as EB.
7. Zettabyte – A Zettabyte is unit of information or computer storage equal to 1024 Exabytes. It is commonly
abbreviated as ZB.
8. Yottabyte – A Yottabyte is unit of information or computer storage equal to 1024 Zettabytes. It is commonly
abbreviated as YB.
Some Abbreviations :
DVR : Digital Video Recorder

EBCDIC : Extended Binary Coded decimal Interchange Code

EDO : Extended Data Out

EDSAC : Electronic Delay Storage Automatic Calculator

EGA : Enhanced Graphic Array/Exterior Gateway Protocol
MICROSOFT WORD
It is a word processor and offers a variety of features such as speed, editing, and formatting options. Some other
features include spell check, mail merge and link embedding. Another feature is word wrapping, which means that
the processor automatically adjusts all text within the specified margins.
(a) Microsoft word is an excellent word processor that allows the user to create letter, resume, report and
announcements.
(b) File Extension for MS Word: .doc or .docx
MICROSOFT WORD FEATURES:
Header and Footer: Header and footer is text or graphics that appear on the top and bottom of a page. Header and
footer contains the page number, the date of a company logo that is usually printed at the top or bottom of each
page in a document.
Title Bar: The Title bar shows the name of the file and name of the program. In this there are three buttons on the
right hand side: Minimize (to shrink the window down), Maximize (to make the window as large as it can be) and
Close (to close the window).
Menu Bar: The Menu Bar is placed below the Title bar and it consists of various commands. File Menu: From
File menu user can perform the functions such as Create a new document, open existing file, save files and print.
Home Tab: It provides options that can change the font, size, colour, alignment, bullets and numbering,
organization and style of the text.
Insert Tab: It provides the option to insert Tables, links picture, clipart and symbols.
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Page Layout Tab: It includes Themes, page setup, Page Background.
Ruler: It shows the width of the document which can be increased or decreased.
Workspace: It is the area where the text can be entered.
Thesaurus: It is used to find the synonym for a word in the document.
Spell check: It is used to check the spelling and grammar mistakes and also provide the possible alternative for
incorrectly spelt word.
List of Commonly used key that have special functions in MS Word:
1. Backspace key: This deletes letters backward.
2. Delete key: This deletes letter forward.
3. Shift key: This when press with another key will perform a secondary function.
4. Spacebar key: This enters the space between the words or letters.
5. Tab: This will indent what user type, or move the text to right. The default indent distance is usually ½ Inch.
6. Caps Lock: This key when pressed , will capitalized every letter
7. Control (Ctrl): This when pressed WITH another key, performs a shortcut.
8. Enter: This either gives a new line, or executes a command.
9. Arrow Keys: Used to navigate through a document or page.
MICROSOFT WORD SHORTCUTS:
1.
Ctrl +N- Starts a new Blank Document
2.
Ctrl +O- Display the open Dialog Box
3.
Ctrl +W- Close the Active Document
4.
Ctrl +S -Save a document
5.
Ctrl +P- Display the print Dialog Box
6.
Alt +Ctrl +I- Switch to and from Print Preview view
7.
Alt +Ctrl +P- Switch to Print Layout View
8.
Ctrl +F -Display the find dialog box
9.
Ctrl +H -Display the Replace dialog box
10.
Ctrl +G -Display the Go To dialog box
11.
Ctrl +Z -Undoes the last action
12.
Ctrl +C -Copy selected text and graphics to the office clipboard
13.
Ctrl +X -Cut selected text and graphics to the office clipboard
14.
Ctrl +V -Paste the post recent addition to the office Clipboard
15.
Ctrl +F9 -Insert a Blank field
16.
Shift +Enter -Start a new line in paragraph
17.
Ctrl + Enter- Insert a page break
18.
Ctrl + A -Selects the entire document
19.
Ctrl + D -Opens the font dialog box to change the formatting of characters
20.
Shift + F3 -Changes the case of letters
21.
Ctrl + B -Applies or removes bold formatting
22.
Ctrl + U -Applies or removes underlining
23.
Ctrl + I- Applies or removes italics formatting
24.
Ctrl + 1(one) -Sets a single line spacing
25.
Ctrl + 2 -Sets a double line spacing
26.
Ctrl + 5 -Sets 1.5 line spacing
27.
Ctrl + 0(zero) -Adds or removes one line space preceding a paragraph
28.
Ctrl + E -Switches a paragraph between centred and left alignment
29.
Ctrl + J -Switches a paragraph between justified and left alignment
30.
Ctrl + R -Switches a paragraph between Right and left alignment
31.
Ctrl + L -Applies left alignment
32.
Ctrl + M -Indents the paragraph from the left
33.
Ctrl + T -Creates hanging Indent
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34.

Ctrl + Q- Removes a paragraph formatting

MICROSOFT EXCEL
It is a spreadsheet program which is used to present and organize copious amounts of data in systematic manner. It
also includes performs includes performs basic arithmetic operations on data and creates graphs and charts based
on the same.
(a)Microsoft Excel is a spreadsheet application.
(b)It is a part of MS Office.
(c)It features Calculation, graphic tools, Pivot tables and a macro programming language called Visual Basic for
Application (VBA).
MICROSOFT EXCEL FEATURES:
Worksheet: It is a grid of cells made up of horizontal rows and vertical columns. It contains 65536 rows and 256
columns.
Row Number: Each row is given a number.
Column Letter: Each column is given a letter starting from A, ,Z ,AA,..ZZ and so on.
Cell: It is basic unit of worksheet where numbers, text ,formulaeetc ., can be place.
Cell Pointer: It is a cell boundary that specifies which cell is active at that moment.
Current Cell: It is a cell which is active.
Range of Cell: It is a group of contiguous cells that forms a rectangular area in shape.
Work Book: A worksheet is a grid of cells made up of rows and columns.
Data in Worksheet: Three types of data can be entered numbers characters, text and formulae.
Formula: It is a sequence of values, cell address, names functions or operators in cell that produces a new value
form existing values.
Cell Referencing: Each cell in worksheet has a unique address, when cell address is referred in formulas it is
called Cell Referencing.
Relative Referencing: Cell Referencing in which the cells are refereed by their relative position in which
worksheet relative to a particular cell.
Absolute Referencing: Cell referencing in which the cells are referred by their fixed position in the worksheet.
Mixed Referencing: Combination of relative and absolute referencing.
Functions: Functions are predefined formulae that perform calculations by using specific values called arguments.
Structure: The structure of a function begins with the function name, followed by an opening parenthesis
argument for the function separated by commas and a closing parenthesis.
Charts: Charts are the pictorial representation of worksheet data.
Area chart: An area chart emphasizes the magnitude of change over time.
Column chart: A column chart shows data changes over a period of time.
Bar chart: It illustrates comparisons among individual items.
Line chart: It shows trends in data at equal intervals.
File Extensions:
1. Notepad:
2. Database:
3. Executable:
4. Word document:
5. Spreadsheet:
6. PowerPoint:
7. Image:

*.txt
*.mdb
*.exe
*.doc / *.docx
*.xls
*.ppt
*.png / *.jpg / *.jpeg

Microsoft Excel Shortcuts:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

F2- Edit the select cell
F5- Go to the specific cell
F7- Spell check selected text and or document
F11 - Create a chart
Ctrl +Shift+ -Enter the current time
Ctrl+ -Enter the current date
Alt+Shift +F1- Insert a new worksheet
Shift+F3 -Open the excel formula window
Shift+F5 -Bring up search box
Ctrl+A- Select all the contents of the worksheet
Ctrl+B- Bold highlighted section
Ctrl+I- Italic highlighted section
Ctrl +K -Insert Link
Ctrl +U -Underline highlighted section
Ctrl +5- Strike through highlighted section
Ctrl+P- Bring up the control dialog box to begin printing
Ctrl +Z- Undo last section
Ctrl + F9- Minimize current window
Ctrl+ F10 -Minimize currently selected window
Ctrl +F6 -Switched between work books windows

Networking and Internet
Computer networking means communication between a group of two or more computer systems linked together.
Networks are built with a mix of computer hardware and computer software.
LANs and WANs were the original flavors of network design.
Local Area Network (LAN):
A LAN connects network devices over a relatively short distance. It is a system in which computers are
interconnected and the geographical spread may be within a building to 1 kilometer.
TYPE OF LAN

Star LAN

Ring LAN

Bus LAN
Metropolitan Area Network (MAN):
It is a data network designed for a town or city. This type of network is spread over a city. It connects an area
larger than a LAN but smaller than a WAN, such as a city, with dedicated or high performance hardware.
Wide Area Network (WAN):
A WAN is a geographically dispersed collection of LANs. It is like the internet spans most of the world. In IP
networking, the router maintains both a LAN address and a WAN address.
TYPES OF WAN

Public Networks

Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTN)

Public Service Digital Network (PSDN)
INTEGRATED SERVICES DIGITAL NETWORK (ISDN)

ISDN is used for voice, video and data services.

It uses digital transmission.

It combines both circuit and packet switching.
PRIVATE NETWORK
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Private Network provides services at various locations using private or leased circuits by using technology of its
choice.
It is mostly used to carry large volume of data at very high speed transmission.
It uses Modem's multiplexes and other communication devices.
Network Topology:
Topology is the geometric arrangement of a computer system. Each computer system in a topology is known as a
node. Network topology is determined only by the configuration of connections between nodes.
Bus Topology:
A bus topology is such that there is a single line to which all nodes are connected and the nodes connect only to
this bus.
Mesh Topology:
This type of network topology contains at least two nodes with two or more paths between them.
Ring Topology:
In this network topology, every node has exactly two branches connected to it. The ring is broken and cannot work
if one of the nodes on the ring fails.
Star Topology:
In this network topology, the peripheral nodes are connected to a central node, which rebroadcasts all
transmissions received from any peripheral node to all peripheral nodes on the network, including the originating
node.
Tree Topology:
This is a network topology in which nodes' are arranged as a tree. The function of the central node in this topology
may be distributed.
CLIENT-SERVER NETWORKING
It is a network application architecture which separates the client from the server.
It is a scalable architecture, where each computer or process on the network is either a client or a server.





Features of Server- Features of Client
Passive (Slave) -Active (Master)
Waiting for requests -Sending request
On getting requests serves them and sends the reply- Waits until the response comes




The interaction between client and server is often described using sequence diagrams.
Sequence diagrams are standardized in the UML.

PEER-TO-PEER NETWORKING
It is also known as P2P networking.
This computer network relies on computing power at the edges of a connection rather than in the network itself.
It is used for sharing content like audio, video, data or anything in digital format.
P2P network can also mean grid computing.

Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Model
The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model defines a networking framework to implement protocols in layers,
with control passed from one layer to the next.
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Layer 7: Application layer:
The application layer supplies network services to end-user applications. It provides services for the application
program to ensure that effective communication with another application program in a network is possible.
Layer 6: Presentation layer:
It works as the translator for the network. This layer converts data from a format used by the application layer into
a common format at the sending station and converts the common format to a format known to the application
layer at the receiving station.

Layer 5: Session layer:
The session layer allows two application processes on different machines to establish, use and terminate a
connection, called a session.
Layer 4: Transport layer:
The transport layer ensures that message delivery is error-free, in sequence, and with no losses or duplication. It
relieves the higher layer protocols from any concern with the transfer of data between them and their peers.
Layer 3: Network layer:
The network layer provides data routing paths for network communication. Data is transferred in the form of
packets via logical network paths in an ordered format that the network layer controls.
Layer 2: Data link layer:
This layer sets up links across the physical network, putting packets (structured bit stream) into network frames.
This layer has two sub-layers, the Logical Link Control Layer and the Media Access Control Layer.
The Logical Link Control Layer (LLC) is concerned with managing traffic (flow and error control) over the
physical medium.
The Media Access Control (MAC) layer is responsible for moving data packets to and from one Network Interface
Card (NIC) to another across a shared channel.
Layer 1: Physical layer:
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The physical layer, the lowest layer of the OSI model, is concerned with the transmission and reception of the
unstructured raw bit stream over a physical medium. It provides the hardware means of sending and receiving data
on a carrier network.
IPv4 and IPv6 – The Internet Protocols in OSI
IPv4 and IPv6 are different versions of the Internet Protocol - Internet Protocol version
4 (IPv4), Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6). IPv6 is also called IPng (Internet Protocol
next generation)

Internet Technologies - Important Terms
1. Intranet: is a network of computers within an organization.
2. Extranet: is a network of computers between some related organizations.
3. Gateway: is a particular point in a network that acts as an entrance to another network. For example, the
‗payment gateway‘, if you‘ve done any internet payment transaction you would have seen that from the merchant‘s
site you are taken to a payment gateway, from where you are then taken to your bank‘s net banking site.
4. Firewall: is a program in charge of rejecting unwanted incoming connection requests. A server with a firewall
will keep other computers form connecting to the server. It is like a boundary wall to keep intruders at bay.
5. DNS: Domain name server – is a program which deals with computer addresses. You can look at it as a
telephone directory, but for the Internet; it translates user friendly computer hostnames into IP addresses.
Popular Domain names:

6. Flash: is an embedded animation software/program that displays small animations on web pages; like the how
many ducks can you shoot!?
7. URL: Uniform Resource Locater – is nothing but a web page‘s address, or in other words URL specifies the
address of every file on the internet.
URL has three parts
(i) the protocol to be used to access the file = {http://}
(ii) the IP address = {www.gmail}
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(iii) the domain name = {.com}
8. Browser: is the software or program that allows a computer to view web pages. Like Mozilla Firefox, Google
Chrome, Internet Explorer, Safari, Opera.
9. Web Crawler: is a program that visits web sites and reads their pages and other information in order to create
entries for a search engine index.
10. Search Engines: are special program running on a website which offers user results of simultaneous searches
of other websites for the required information. For example – Google
11. Traffic Congestion: is a phenomenon where too many users are connecting to the internet at the same time or
the internet service provider‘s cables are not able to support the user‘s maximum speed; it really is like the traffic
jam!
12. Digital Signature: also known as electronic signature is like an encryption technique for documents, which
guarantees authenticity of the document and helps combat digital forgeries and frauds.
13. Encryption/ Decryption: Encryption is a technique, derived from military use, to mask/disguise any
information, which cannot be read by anyone who does not have the password/key.
In other words, encryption is ‗encoding‘ any message/information so that only authorizes people can read it.
Encryption is done with a private key.
Thus, decryption is the ‗decoding‘ of the encoded message, with the help of a public key.
Internet Attack Methods:
a. Eavesdropping:
Interception of communications by an unauthorized party is called eavesdropping. Passive eavesdropping is when
the person only secretly listens to the networked messages. On the other hand, active eavesdropping is when the
intruder listens and inserts something into the communication stream. This can lead to the messages being
distorted. Sensitive information can be stolen this way.
b. Viruses:
Viruses are self-replication programs that use ﬁles to infect and propagate [8]. Once a ﬁle is opened, the virus will
activate within the system
c. Worms:
A worm is similar to a virus because they both are self-replicating, but the worm does not require a ﬁle to allow it
to propagate . There are two main types of worms, mass-mailing worms and network-aware worms. Mass mailing
worms use email as a means to infect other computers. Network aware worms are a major problem for the Internet
A network-aware worm selects a target and once the worm accesses the target host, it can infect it by means of a
Trojan or otherwise.
d. Trojans:
Trojans appear to be benign programs to the user, but will actually have some malicious purpose. Trojans usually
carry some payload such as a virus.
e. Phishing:
Phishing is an attempt to obtain conﬁdential information from an individual, group, or organization. Phishers trick
users into disclosing personal data, such as credit card numbers, online banking credentials, and other sensitive
information.
f. IP Spoofing Attacks:
Spooﬁng means to have the address of the computer mirror the address of a trusted computer in order to gain
access to other computers. The identity of the intruder is hidden by different means making detection and
prevention diﬃcult. With the current IP protocol technology, IP-spoofed packets cannot be eliminated.
Basic Networking Terms
INTERNET
The Internet is a global network of interconnected network, enabling users to share information along multiple
channels. A computer that connects to the internet can access information from a vast array of available servers and
other computers by moving information from them to the computer's local memory.
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SERVICES OF INTERNET
E-mail: The Internet enables user to exchange data/information and communicate via electronic media. E-mail
messages are usually encoded in American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) text.
Chat: Chat is the exchange of typed message by people. It enables people to 'talk not vocal' by typing and sending
the messages back and forth.
Video Conferencing: A service that allows a group of users to exchange video information over the Internet. It
includes an audio teleconference facility.
WIRELESS LAN
A Wireless LAN or WLAN is a Wireless Local Area Network that uses radio waves at its carrier - the last link
with the users is wireless, to give a network connection to all users in the surrounding area. Areas may range from
a single room to an entire office.
INTERNET PROTOCOL SUITE
The Internet protocol suite is the set of communications protocols that implement the protocol stock on which the
Internet and most commercial networks run.
FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL
FTP or File Transfer Protocol is a commonly used protocol for exchanging files over any network that supports the
TCP/IP protocol (such as the Internet or an Intranet). There are two computers involved in an FTP transfer-a server
and a client.
INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER
An Internet Service Provider (ISP) is a business or organization that offers users access to the Internet and related
services. Many but not all ISPs are telephone companies.
NETWORK SERVICE PROVIDER
A Network Service Provider (NSP) is a business or organization that sells bandwidth or network access by
providing direct backbone access to the Internet and usually access to its Network Access Points (NAPs).
WEB SERVER
A web server is a program that using the client/server model and the World Wide Web's Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP). Serves the files that form Web Pages to Web users (whose computers contains HTTP clients that
forward their requests). Client Server Client Server is a network architecture which separates the client from the
server.
PROXY SERVER
A Proxy Server is a computer that offers a computer network service to allow clients to make indirect network
connections to other network services.
WEBSITE
A Website is a collection of web pages, typically common to a particular domain name or sub-domain on the
World Wide Web on the Internet.

Static Website

Dynamic Website
WEB PAGE
A Web Page is a resource on the World Wide Web, usually in HTML/XHTML format with hypertext links to
enable navigation from one page or section to another. A web page can contain content which is able to be seen or
heard by the end user.
Dynamic Web Page: Dynamic Web Pages can be defined as Web Pages containing dynamic content (exampleimages, text, form fields etc) that can change/move without the web page being reloaded.
HOME PAGE

It is the first page that the link/site takes the user to.

It most often refers to the initial or main web page of a website.
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It is a personal web page, for example at a web hosting service or a university website that typically
is stored in the home directory of the user.
UNIFORM RESOURCE LOCATOR
A Uniform Resource Locator CURL) is the another name for web address or website address. It is basically a
string of characters which refers to a resources on the Internet. e.g., the URL of 'Google' search engine is
'wwwgoogle.com '.
ANDROID (OPERATING SYSTEM)
Android is a mobile operating system initially developed by Android Inc. Android was purchased by Google in
2005. Android is based upon a modified version of the Linux Kernel. Android has a large community of
developers writing application programs Capps) that extend the functionality of the devices.
WIRELESS APPLICATION PROTOCOL (WAP)
Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) is an open international standard. A WAP browser is a commonly used Web
browser for small mobile devices such as cell phones.
WEB ADDRESSES
Web addresses start with the name of a protocol, which is called a HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol). HTTP
means that the resource in question will be found on a web server.
Operating Systems
It is a program with following features:
•
An operating system is a program that acts as an interface between the software and the computer
hardware.
•
It is an integrated set of specialized programs that are used to manage overall resources and operations of
the computer.
•
It is specialized software that controls and monitors the execution of all other programs that reside in the
computer, including application programs and other system software.

Characteristics of Operating System:
1. Memory Management — keeps tracks of primary memory i.e. what part of it is in use by whom, what part is
not in use etc. and allocates the memory when a process or program requests it.
2. Processor Management — allocates the processor(CPU) to a process and deallocates processor when it is no
longer required.
3. Device Management — keeps track of all devices. This is also called I/O controller that decides which process
gets the device, when, and for how much time.
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4. File Management — allocates and de-allocates the resources and decides who gets the resources.
5. Security — prevents unauthorized access to programs and data by means of passwords and similar other
techniques.
6. Job accounting — keeps track of time and resources used by various jobs and/or users.
Control over system performance — records delays between request for a service and from the system.
7. Interaction with the operators — The interaction may take place via the console of the computer in the form
of instructions. Operating System acknowledges the same, does the corresponding action and informs the operation
by a display screen.
8. Error-detecting aids — Production of dumps, traces, error messages and other debugging and error-detecting
methods.
9. Coordination between other software and users — Coordination and assignment of compilers, interpreters,
assemblers and other software to the various users of the computer systems.
The Layered structure of an operating system is as follows:

The three objectives of an operating system are as follows:
1. Convenience
2. Efficiency
3. Ability to evolve with time and technology.
(a) Kernel: A kernel is the central part of an operating system. It manages the tasks of the computer and the
hardware - most notably memory and CPU time. There are two types of kernels: A microkernel, which only
contains basic functionality; A monolithic kernel, which contains many drivers.
(b) Memory Management: Memory management is the functionality of an operating system which handles or
manages primary memory and moves processes back and forth between main memory and disk during execution.
Memory management keeps track of each and every memory location, regardless of either it is allocated to some
process or it is free.
(c) Input / Output: In computing, input/output or I/O (or, informally, io or IO) is the communication between an
information processing system, such as a computer, and the outside world, possibly a human or another
information processing system.
(d) File Management System: A file is a named collection of related information that is recorded on secondary
storage such as magnetic disks, magnetic tapes and optical disks. In general, a file is a sequence of bits, bytes, lines
or records whose meaning is defined by the files creator and user.
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(e) User Interface: A user interface (UI) is the part of an operating system, program or device that the user uses to
input and receive data. A text user interface (TUI, see the image to the left below) shows text, and its commands
are usually written from the keyboard to the command line.
One liner:
1. Allocates and de allocates the processor (cpu) to a process: Processor Management
2. Keep track of time and resources: Job accounting
3. Allocates and de allocates the resources: File Management
4. Records delays between request for a service and from the system: Control System Performance
5. Production of dumb , traces, error messages : Error detecting aids
6. Interface between a user and a computer: Operating System
7. The software which manages the hardware is: Operating system
Functions of Operating System:
1. Boot up the computer:
The process of starting or restarting a computer is known as booting. A cold boot is when you turn on a computer
that has been turned off completely. A warm boot is the process when you restart the computer using OS i.e restart
by Ctrl+Alt+Del or boot from sleep mode.
2. Basic computer tasks:
It performs basic tasks such as managing the peripheral devices. These days most OSs use support plug and play
feature i.e a printer for example will be detected and configured automatically without any manual intervention.
3. Provides a user interface:
Two main types of UIs are: command line and GUI. With command line, user types commands on terminal to
performs various tasks. With GUI, user interacts using a mouse, icons and menus.
4. Handling of System Resources:
OS handles system resources such as computer's memory and sharing of CPU time by various applications or
peripheral devices. It ensures each application gets necessary resources it needs to perform effectively.
5. File management:
OS handles the organization and tracking of files and directories. It keeps track of user's activity as far as file
creation, updating, deletion or movement is concerned.
Two main types of file systems are:
File Allocation Table (FAT/FAT32) - It uses a file allocation table maintained by OS on a hard disk that provides
a map of clusters (logical units of storage) that a file has been stored in.
New Technology file system (NTFS) - File system introduced by Microsoft. It also allows permissions (read,
write, execute) to be set for individual files and directories.
Types of Operating systems:
1. Single user, single task OS:
It is designed in a way that one user can effectively do one thing at a time.
E.g. - Palm OS for palm handheld devices.
2. Single user, multi tasking OS:
It allows a single user run several programs at the same time. Personal computers/ Laptops are mostly used with
this kind of OS.
E.g - MS windows or Apple's MacOs platforms. (You see you can write a blog and listen to music side by side
when the downloading is on at back end- multi tasking!!!)
3. Multi user OS:
It allows many different users to take advantage of computer's resources simultaneously. OS must allocate
resources in a way that a problem with one user doesn't affect the entire community of users. Main purpose is to
maximize the resources.
E.g. Mainframe systems.
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4. Real time OS:
It controls the environment as it has a data processing system. Time taken by system to respond to an input and
display the result is called a response time. It uses an advanced algorithm for scheduling.
5. Time sharing OS:
It enables many people located at various terminals, to use the system, at a particular time. In other words, its a
logical extension of multiprogramming. The main purpose is to minimize response time.
6. Distributed OS:
Distributed systems use a number of central processors to serve multiple real time applications and different users.
Data processing jobs are distributed among processors.
7. Network OS:
This OS runs on a server. It is responsible for manaing data, users, groups, security, applications and other
networking functions. It allows shared file and printer access among multiple computers in a network.
E.g. Microsoft Windows Server 2003/2008, oivell NetWare.
8. Embedded OS:
Its a specialized OS for use in computers which are built into larger systems. It is part of different kind of machine.
E.g. - Computers in cars, traffic lights, GPS navigation system, elevators, ATMs etc.
As compared to a general purpose OS, embedded OS has limited functions but that single function/application is
crucial to its operation.
9. Mobile OS:
Its an OS specially designed to run on mobile devices such as smartphones, PDAs.
E.g.- Android, iOS etc.
One liner:
According to the functionality of Operating System, there are different types available that are divided into
following types –
a)
Multi-user Operating System
b)
Multi threading Operating System
c)
Multi-Tasking Operating System
d)
Multiprocessing Operating System
e)
Real time Operating System
i.
Multi-user permits more than one user to execute multiple programs at a single time.
ii.
Multiprocessing allows one program to run on different CPUs.
iii. Multi threading permits many small parts of a single program to execute simultaneously.
iv.
Multitasking gives support to many tasks so that they can run concurrently.
v.
Real-time Operating System gives a response to input given by the user in real time or instantly.
vi.
Boot: When computer starts, the operating system is first loaded (as it is essential for running all other
programs), this process is known as booting.
vii.
Cold Boot: When you turn the computer ON from an OFF position.
viii. Warm Boot: When you reset the computer that is already ON.
Important Abbreviations and Short forms for Bank Exams
 Al – Artificial intelligence
 BASIC - Beginner‘s All-purpose Symbolic
Instruction Code
 ALGOL – Algorithmic Language
 BIOS – Basic Input Output System
 ARP – Address resolution Protocol
 Bit – Binary Digit
 ASCII – American Standard Code for
Information Interchange
 BSNL – Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited
 BINAC - Binary Automatic Computer
 CC – Carbon Copy
 BCC – Blind Carbon Copy
 CAD – Computer Aided Design
 Bin – Binary
 COBOL – Common Business Oriented
Language
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 CD – Compact Disc
 CRT – Cathode Ray Tube
 CDR – Compact Disc Recordable
 CDROM – Compact Disc Read Only Memory
 CDRW – Compact Disc Rewritable
 CDR/W – Compact Disk Read/Write
 DBA – Data Base Administrator
 DBMS – Data Base Management System
 DNS – Domain Name System
 DPI – Dots Per Inch
 DRAM – Dynamic Random Access Memory
 DVD – Digital Video Disc/Digital Versatile
Disc
 DVDR – DVD Recordable
 DVDROM – DVD Read Only Memory
 DVDRW – DVD Rewritable
 DVR – Digital Video Recorder
 DOS – Disk Operating System
 EBCDIC – Extended Binary Coded Decimal
Interchange Code
 e-Commerce – Electronic Commerce
 EDP – Electronic Data Processing
 EEPROM – Electrically Erasable
Programmable Read Only Memory
 ELM/e-Mail – Electronic Mail
 ENIAC - Electronic Numerical Integrator and
Computer
 EOF - End Of File
 EPROM - Erasable Programmable Read Only
Memory
 EXE - Executable
 FAX - Far Away Xerox/ facsimile
 FDC - Floppy Disk Controller
 FDD - Floppy Disk Drive
 FORTRAN - Formula Translation
 FS - File System
 FTP - File Transfer Protocol
 Gb - Gigabit
 GB - Gigabyte
 GIF - Graphics Interchange Format
 GSM - Global System for Mobile
Communication
 HDD - Hard Disk Drive
 HP - Hewlett Packard
 HTML - Hyper Text Markup Language
 HTTP - Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
 IBM - International Business Machine
 IM - Instant Message

 IMAP - Internet Message Access Protocol
 ISP - Internet Service Provider
 JPEG - Joint Photographic Experts Group
 Kb - Kilobit
 KB - Kilobyte
 KHz - Kilohertz
 Kbps - Kilobit Per Second
 LCD – Liquid Crystal Display
 LED – Light Emitting Diode
 LPI – Lines Per Inch
 LIS – Large Scale Integration
 Mb – Megabit
 MB – Megabyte
 MPEG – Moving Picture Experts Group
 MMS – Multimedia Message Service
 MICR – Magnetic Ink Character reader
 MIPS – Million Instructions Per Second
 NIC – Network Interface Card
 NOS – Network Operating System
 OMR – Optical Mark Reader
 OOP – Object Oriented Programming
 OSS – Open Source Software
 PAN – Personal Area Network
 PC – Personal Computer
 PDA - Personal Digital Assistant
 PDF – Portable Document Format
 POS – Point Of Sale
 PNG - Portable Network Graphics
 PPM – Pages Per Minute
 PPP – Point-to-Point Protocol
 PROM – Programmable Read Only Memory
 PSTN – Public Switched Telephone Network
 POST – Power On Self Test
 PING – Packet Internet Gopher
 RAM – Random Access Memory
 RDBMS – Relational Data Base Management
System
 RIP – Routing Information Protocol
 RTF – Rich Text Format
 SMTP – Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
 SQL – Structured Query Language
 SRAM – Static Random Access Memory
 SNMP – Simple Network Management
Protocol
 SIM – Subscriber Identification Module
 TCP – Transmission Control Protocol
 TB – Tera Bytes
 UPS – Uninterrupted Power Supply
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URI – Uniform Resource Identifier
URL – Uniform Resource Locator
USB - Universal Serial Bus
ULSI - Ultra Large Scale Integration
UNIVAC - Universal Automatic Computer
VAR – Variable
VGA – Video Graphics Array
VSNL – Videsh Sanchar Nigam Limited
VDU – Visual Display Unit

 Wi-Fi – Wireless Fidelity
 WLAN – Wireless Local Area Network
 WPA – Wi-Fi Protected Access
 WWW – World Wide Web
 WORM – Write Once Read Many
 XHTML – eXtensibleHyper text Markup
Language
 XML - eXtensible Markup language
 ZB – Zeta Byte
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